Abstract-We consider the prohlem of a user querying for information over a sensor network, where the user does not have prior knowledge of the location of the information. We consider three information query strategies: (i) B Source-only search, where tlie snurce (user) tries to Icrcate tlie destination hy initiating query which propagates as a rnntinuons time random walk (Brnwnian motion); (ii) a Source and Receiver Driven "Sticky" Search, where hnth the .source and the destination send U qnery nr an advertisement (hoth propagating as random wnlks), and these leave a "sticky" trail to aid in locating the destination; and (iii) where the destination information is spatially cached (i.e., repented over space), and the snurce tries to locate any one of the caches. After a random interval of time with average t . if the infomiation is not located, the query times-out, and the search is unsuccessful. We consider a problem where a querying node ithe sourceluser) transmits a query for some information (the destination). which is located at a (normalized) distance of ' 1' from the source. However. we assume that the source has no knowledge of the location of the information (the destination). nor that they are separated hy a distance of ' 1' (i.e.. no drstinarion location infonriation is available). Further. we assume that the nodes (lo not have any "direction" iifoi-ination. In other words.
their geographical position or direction information.
We consider three search/query strategies: (i) A Source-only search. where the source (i.e.. the user) tries to locate the destination by initiating a query which propagates as a "continuous time" random walk (Brownian motion); (ii) a Source and Receiver Driven "Stickv" Search. where both the source and the tially periodic &lie is employed. we show that ihe probahiiity destination send a a&v or a advertisement (both nmnacatinr L~r c that a query is unsuccessful decays no faster than f r ' . Thus, we Driate numher of queries.
as to aid in locat.
with that spatial stratea using Hn approin: the destination: and (iii) where the destination inlormation is spatially cached (i.e.. repeated periodically over space), and walks), and these leave can niatch the decay rates ofthe source and the destination driven O n the other hand. we n e n e that the niemory requirement for spatial caching is larger (in an order sense) than that for "sticky" searches. This indicates tliat the appropriate strategy for querying over large sensor networks would he to use multiple queries and advertisements using the "Sticky" search strategy.
the Source tries to locate any one ofthe caches.
an aside. we note that if partial destination location infor. mation was available, one could design strategies which itly use this knowledge. For instance. if it was known a-priori that the destination was at a distance ' I ' from the source. constrained flooding would he a candidate strategy for locating the position ofthe destination. Further. the availability of direction information (for instance. with GPS equipptd nodes) would enkeywords: Stochastic prcresseeslQueueing theory
INTRODUCTION
With the availability of cheap wireless technology and the emergence of micro-sensors based on MEMS technology [IO] .
[ ?I] . sensor networks arc anticipated to hc widely deployed in the ncar future. Such networks havc many potential applications. both in the military domain (eg. robust communication infrastructurc or sensing and physical intrusion detection). as well as commercial applications such as air or water quality sensing and control. Such networks are usually characterized by the absence of any large-scale established infrastructure. and nodes cooperate hy relaying packets to ensure that the packets reach their respective destinations.
An important problem in sensor networks is that of querying for information. The query type could range from trying to determine the location of a particular node to querying lor particular information. This problem has recently received alot 
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able strategies similar to the "sticky" search. but route along "straight-lines" in the network [2] instead of riindom walks.
In this paper. we smdy query strategies in !he ahscuce o l locationldirection inlorination. We consider the search strategies based on random walks. and associate an (exponentially distributed) random time-out interval. after which ii query ceases to propagate. Thus. if the destination is not found hefore the time-out. the query is unsuccessful. We derive the asymptotic behavior of the querying strategies discussed ahove. and discuss their relative performance. We use Brownian motion based models for analysis. Related work includes 171, where the author studies optimal placement of limited routing information over a sensor network. The author shows that uniform placement over space will not be optimdl. Instead, the routing information needs to be "concentrated according to a specific pattern (a bicycle wheel spokes like pattern). Other related work includes 1141. where the authors consider an otject at origin and an infinitely large number of mobile nodes (initially placed according to a spatial Poisson process) looking for the object. They show that the prohability that the ob,iect is not located decays exponentially in time.
A. Related
For the schemes we have described in Section I. there does not seem to he a analytical comparison in literature. In this paper.
we derive the asymptotic performance of these schemes, and discuss their trade-offs. We are interested in the situation where a node located at origin (also referred to as the soliice node) is interested in locating some particular information, which is located at some region or node on the grid. henceforth referred to as the destination. We assume that the destination is located at a (normalized) distance of ' 1 ' from the source node. However. we assume that the source node has no kno~~lrrlgr of the location of the destination.
QUERYING MODELS FOR
We consider the following three query strategies for locating the desrination.
(i) Source-only Search: In this stratcgy. the source transmits a qucry requesting Lhc dcstination information. As thc location of the destination is unknown. the query propagates through the network as a random walk. In other words. each intermediate node along the query path picks a neighbor at random (i.e.. with equal probability of O.%) and forwards the query to it (see Figure I) . The destination is located at a normalized distance of '1' from the source. We assume that all nodes that are a distance less than c (for some fixed 0 < c < 1) from the destination know the location of the destination. or equivalently. they form a spatial memory structure (for example, all the nodes in the shaded region in Figure I have the information_ or possibly store the information in a distributed manner). 'lhus. if the query enters a region which is at a distance less than t: the query is said to be successful. The destination can then pass the information back to the source node by various means depending on the inirastructure available (for example. using an addressing mechanism where the routing tables in intermediate nodes are updated by the source query).
Further, we assume that there is a time-out associated with the query. At cach intermediate node along the path of the query. the node could do one of two things: it could decide to not forward the query with some positive probability. or it could decide to forward the query (to a random neighbor). Thus. for such a forwarding model. the query will terminate after a geometrically distributed number of hops (if the destination has not been found).
(ii) Source-Receiver "Sticky" Search: I h e second strategy we consider is a "sticky" search. Unlike the previous case where the source alone sends a query. we now consider the case where both the source and destination send "probes" into the network. AS before. the source sends (one or more) queries. These queries propagate as a random walk, with a geometrically distributed time-out. However. in addition. the destination also sends probes into the network to advertise itself. These advertisements propagate over the network in a manner similar to that of a query, i.e.. as a random walk with a geometrically distributed time-out. Henceforth. we will refer to queries andlor advertisements as probes that are transmitted by the source and/or destination.
In addition. the source and destination probes leave a"sticky" trail as they traverse the networks (see Figure 2) . That is. each node in the network through which the source query passes through ,awrn7ber,s that a query passed through it and is searching for some particular information. Similarly. each node in the network through which the destination advertisement passes through reinembers that a a probe passed through it advertising the presence of some information. Thus, if the source idestination) probe passes through a node through which the destination (source) previously passed through, it can simply trace backward along the destination (source) probe's path to reach the destination (source). see Figure 2 . This scheme has been proposed by Braginsky and Estrin 121. and the authors develop the rumor routing protocol for sensor networks based on this idea.
(iii) Spatially-periodic caching: Finally, the third strategy we consider is spatial caching. AS in the previous cases_ we assume source initiates a query which propagates as a random walk with a geometrically distributed time-out. However, in this case. we assume Illat the destination information is assumed to be periodically cached along a regular grid as shown in Figure 3 . Thus. we assume that there is some infrastructure which allows the dispersion of the information to each of the caches. Further, we assume that each of die caches is of radius 0 < t < 1. Thus. as in the source-only search strategy. each cache of radius t could either be a distributed memory stiucture. or else one ofthe nodes in each cache could have the data. and let all the other nodes within the cache point toward it.
A. A Brownian Mution Based iWudrl
In the previous section. we considered a random walk on il grid. with slep size 1 / f i and a geometrically distributed timeout. In this section. we will informally show that lor t i large enough. this model can he approximated by a two dimensional planar model. where the source and destination probes propagate as a Brownian motion with an exponentially distributed time-out. Thus, in the rest of the paper. we will consider Brownian inotion based models for querying over a sensor network.
Let us rotate the coordinate axes by 4 5 degrees. and let ( S ( i ) , Y ( i ) ) be the random variables which correspond to the discrete step taken at time i l with respect to the new coordinate system. Thus.
( S ( i ) , Y ( i ) )
can take one of four
(1/&:-1/d2): or (-l/fi> -l/fi)> each with equd probability. depending on which direction the random walk propapates. . wc can show that thc proccsscs described in ( I ) and (2) converges (in a suitable sense) to a twn dimensional Brownian
where L(,z(s) and B,(s) are independent one-dimensional Brownian motions. This follows from a central limit theorem type of an argument for functions'.
In addition, we can show that under the time scaling that has heen considered here (the mriln time-out of the geometric random variable is scaled as W ) . the geometrically distributed time-out converges to an exponentially distributed time-out. We will denote the random variable corresponding to the time-out by T ! where T -exp( l / t ) . In other words. T is exponentially distributed. with mean duration E ( T ) = t..
Thus. in the rest of this paper. we will study unit variance
Brownian motion based models for querying. and the details of the models will be described in the appropriate sections of this paper. 0-7803%355-9/04/S20.00 82W4 IEEE.
M A I N RESIJLTS A N D DISCUSSION
The main results in this paper are the following: (i) For a source-only search. in Section IV_ we show that the probability that a query is unsuccessful decays as &:
where t is the mean time-out interval.
(ii) Next, in Section V. we consider the case where both the source and the destination send "sticky" probes (thus. memory in the network is utilized). We show that the probability that a query is unsuccess- (iii) Finally, in Section VI_ we consider a spatially periodic caching strategy. We show that the probability that aquery is unsuccessful decays nofaster tlian $. We also provide an order computation which argues that spatial caching in fact leads to an order f decay.
The results in Section IV shows that the probability that a query is unsuccessful decays as (log I,)-' for a single sourceonly search. By using multiple source prohes, it is easy to see that the probability decays as ( In Section VIII, we will see that there is a marked difference in performance ktween the source-only search and the performance of querykearch strategies which use memory. Next. for the source and receiver driven "sticky" search, the probability that a query is unsuccessful decay at leost as fast as t,-"5/8 ~ where I; is the number of probes. However. from the analysis in Section VI for spatially periodic caching, the prohahilily that a query is uiisuccessful decays at ~I U Y I as iast as t+, where 6 is the number of probes. Thus. as both strategies have polynomial decay laws. hy choosing the nrrinber of probes appropriately, it is possible to make the decay asymptotics for both the source and receiver driven search. as well ils that due to spatial caching to be the same.
Finally. in Section V11, we present an argument to show that the memory requirement for caching is larger (in an order-wise sense) than that for "sticky" searches. While the spatial caching strategy requires memory that is proportional to the node density n: the "sticky" search strategy requires memory of the or-
Further, a caching slrategy requires a higher degree of cooperation in the network than to simply send advertisements. These arguments indicate that the appropriate strategy for querying over large sensor networks would be to use multiple probes with a "sticky" strategy. 
IV. SOURCE-ONLY SEARCH
As descrikd in Section 11-A. we consider a query which propagates as a two-dimensional planar Brownian motion, denoted by i?(~): and ceases after an exponentially distributed time-out T , with E ( T ) = t.
We assume that the destination is at a (normalized) distance ' I ' from the source. Without loss of generality. we assume that it is located at (-11 0) on the x-y plane (scc Figure 4) . The dcstination advertises that it has the requircd information to a small neighborhood (of radius e ) around itself. Thus. the query successfully tinds the destination if the Brownian motion trajectory enters the circular region ofradius t ahout (-1,0). Thus. pad ( t ) is the probability that the query does not locate the infurmation before time-out.
Let us define B(.s) S S T { B(T)
Proposition N I : Fix any t E (0, 1). We have
t -r w Prod: Let us translate the axes such that the receiver is centered at origin. To do so. let us define
Thus, Ili(s! is the shifted Brownian motion which starts at (1, O ) , and A is a small circular region about origin. lhen. from the translation invariance property of Brownian motion [ I I] . we have 
These follow directly from the definition o f g ( .). To see that the limits ;ue well defined. we observe that
Thus. we have In the previous section. we assumed that the destination advertises in a small neighborhood about itself. Instead, in this section. we consider the case where both the Source and destination send probes into the network. As before. the source sends (one or more) queries. which are described by means of Brownian motions with exponential time-outs. The destination also sends probes into the network to advertise itself. These advertisements propagate over the network also as Brownian motions with exponential time-outs. In addition. as discussed in Section 11. the probes each leave "sticky" trails as they traverse the networks (see Figure 3, 
Thus. .~, ,~,~( t )
is the probability that the two "bundles" of Brownian motions will never intersect over the time interval LO, TI. Thus. pnln ( t ) is the probability that the two "bundles" olBrownian motions'. each with an independent time-out will never intersect. In our case. we have randomness due to two sources: the path of the Brownian motions, and the exponential timeouts. Interestingly. we observe that for n + rit 5 :$> the decay function ofp,.,,(t) depends only on the randomness due to the path of the Brownian motions. Using Theorem V.1, we will derive the exact asymptote. However. for larger numbers of Brownian motions. the randomness due to the exponential time-ouls could also become a factor. and WK will derive an upper hound on the non-intersection probability. 
Proof:
We first consider (13). Let us define T = tiiax(7;rc, T?'}, and I = miii{7prc: T;' "' }. Then, we have
where the last step follows from the definition of q,,,?>(T), and the fact that liiiii of two independent exponential random var- (14) is identical.
We skip the decails for brevity.
To show (15). observe that NOW. observe that (1 - a query from origin. The destination information is assumed tn he periodically cached along a grid (see Figure 6 ). with the distance from the origin to the nearest cache being normalized to '1'. A small F is chosen. and each cache is assumed to be of radius e.
Let us define p S p C ( t )
to he the probability that the query times-out before it reaches any cache (such as for the trajectory in Figure 6 ). Priipositiun VI.1: Fix any f E (0: 1 ) . We have
Prwif:
The resuit follows from a s y m p t o h of a killed Bessel process. As in Proposition IV.1. let R ( t ) =) B ( t ) 1 he the Euclidean distance of A ( t ) from the origin.
Suppose that the Bessel process R ( t ) , (the "radius'.' process) does not exceed 1 -t hefnre time-out (see Figure 6 ). Then. this 
I
The hound derived in this section is optimistic. in the sense that it under-estimates the probability that the query does not locate a cache (note that for a "perfect" search strategy. this prohability should be zero). Tim, the result says that the "miss" probability is no better than order l/t. In the next section. we present an approximate computation which suggests that the bound captures the correct order of decay with respect tot.
Reincirk V1.I:
We comment that the computation used in Proposition VI.1 could also be used to model a sensor network with multiple exit points to a wired Internet. Another example could consist of a large number of sensor nodes which measure some physical quantity, and report this data to one of many "fusion centers." If the location of the iusion centers are not known. the analysis in this section and that in Section VI-A could be used to determine the time-out that is needed for the message to be uansfered to any one fusion center with a low probability of failure.
A. A Coinpilafion f i r Correctness ~$Oi-drr
In this section. we present an approximate cornputation that indicates that the optimistic bound in Proposition VI.1 is of corrcct order (with respect to t). As in thc previous scction.
consider a spatially periodic cache as shown in Figwe 7. with distance between consecutive caches being a. In addition. we consider a boundary (indicated by the dotted curve in Figure 7) , which consists of a circle with four protuberances. For small E : the curve is approximately a circle of radius '1'. Now consider a Brownian motion which starts at origin. There are three possible cases to consider: (i) due to time-out, the Brownian motion terminates before it hits the dotted curve in Figure 7 (i.e.. before it travels a distance (approximately) '1' from origin) which is illustrated hy the thick trajectory in Figure 7. (ii) the Brownian motion hits the dotted curve. but does no1 hit a cache. and (iii) the Brownian motion hits the dotted curve. and hits a cache.
Consider Case (ii) . where the Brownian motion hits the dotted curve. but does 1701 hit a cache. This is illustrated in Figure 7 by the tra.iectory which hits some point 'x' on the dotted C U N~.
From the independent increments property of the path of the Brownian motion [I 11 , and the memoryless property of the exponential time-out. we can 'restart' the Brownian motion from location *x' independent of both the path and the time it took to get there. In other words, we can reset the time to zero and consider a new exponential time-out as well as a new Brownian motion with initial value oi'x'. independent ofthe past history.
As an approximation_ instead of restarting at 'x'. we will restart the Brownian motion at origin. This seems to he a conservative approximation. To see this. suppose that 'x' is very close to a cache. Then. restarting at origin will lead to a smaller cache hitting probability than restarting at 'x'. However, for a small cache radius the probability that 'x' is close to a cache is small. For a small value of f l given thal the Brownian motion trajectory hits the dotted curve. 'xi is (approximately) uniformly distributed over the dotted curve. and the probability that it hits a cache is approximately (4 x L)t)/('??r). Thus, with large probability, 'x' is not very close to a cache. Now. let q ( t ) = 1 -p 3 p J f ) > be the probability that the Brownian motion trajectory hits a cache beiore time-out. Next. let f ( t ) to be the probability that the Wajectory hits a cache 011 ttre boundary o i the dotted curve given that the Browiliati motion tra,jectory hits h e dotted curve. From the discussion in Ltie previous paragraph for a small value o f t . we have
Finally, let g(e, 1 ) be the probability that the trajectory hits the dotted curve (irrespective of whether it hits a cache or not) before time-out. Fbr small t and large t.: from the discussion in Proposition VI.]. we have
The first term corresponds to the probability that the Brownian motion trajectory hits a cache when it tirst hits the dotted curve 0-7803-8355-9/04/$20.00 02W IEEE.
(Case (iii) wc considcrcd earlier). The second term corresponds to the probability that initially Brownian moiion hits the dotted curve. but ilors not hit a cache. However. the restated Brownian motion hits a cache. A similar reasoning holds for the third term. and so on. Thus. summing the geometric series. we have From the definition of ? ( I j. we now have
Simplifying. and using the approximate expression for g ( e , f . ) ! we have
Thus. for large t : and fixed c 0; this indicates that i.e.. this suggests lhat the bound derived in Proposition VI.1 is of the correct order with respect to t .
VII. MEMORY REQUIREMENT A N D COMPARISON
As we have discussed in Section 111. for a source only search.
the results in Section 1V shows that the probability decays to zero only logarithmically fast (i.e.. Thus. as both are polynomial decay laws. by choosing the number of probes appropriately. it is possible to make the decay asymptotics for the "sticky" search and due to spatial caching to he the same. Now. let us consider the memory requirements for the spatially periodic caching strategy. From properties of Brownian motion. over an interval of time [O: TI3 the Brownian motion iraverses a distance a. Thus. given that the probability that a query fails is at most 6: the search time-out should be set to have a mean of(order) (,I)-' (because pZpc(t.) -l/f). Over this interval of time. the Brownian motion will traverse a distance of order @ from origin (see Figure 8) . Thus. when spatially periodic caching is used. we need to make sure that caching is present ai least over the region of radius
As there is one cache per unit area (a unit square about origin contains four "quarter" caches). we need a total of ?i/d -1 caches'. where we subtract '1' in the.expressirin to discount ior the "original" destination.
On the oiher hand. the Lcbesgue measure of the trajectory of Brownian motion (i.e.. the "area occupied" by the Brownian from origin. The analysis in this paper is a continuum approxiinatioll o i a large sensor network. Let us now consider the discrete grid model wi(h 11 nodes per unit area. As the caching strategy requires memory corresponding to a strictly positive area in the limitiiig regime. it follows that for large 11; the memory requirement will need to scale linear-/? with the number of nodes per unit area. In other words. memory in @ ( T i ) nodes' will be used to aid the query.
However. : I "sticky" search uses memory only along the path of the Bruwnian motion. Thus. this strategy will require memory LO scale inure don/? rlion the nvrrrbe,-cif nudes per finif oren (I.e.. inrriior-\. in o ( n ) nodes nil/ he usvd to aid Ute qreti), a$ ihe Lehesgue measure of the Brownian trajectory is zero.
Thus. the above argument indicates that the memory requirement for caching is larger (in an order-wise sense) than that for "sticky" searches. Further. a caching strategy requires a higher degree of cooperation in the network than to simply send "sticky" probes. These arguments indicate that the appropriate strategy for querying over large sensor networks would be to use multiple "siicky" probes. 
VII1. SIMULATION RESULTS OVER A DISCRETE GRID
In this section, we present simulaiion results for a grid network. We consider a regular grid with t i = 100 nodes per unit area (sce Figure I) . and the spacing between neighboring nodes is I J,,G = 0.1. Thus. in this section. we study simulation results for the random walk models described in Section I1 and the scaling described in Section 11-A.
From the scaling described in Section 11-A. an interval of time T will correspond to 'TIT discrete time-steps. Thus. exponentially distributed time-out with mean t will correspond to a geometrically distributed random variable with mean 'lit. <'ACRINCi (S-P C)
In Table 1 , we present simulation results for the mean time- We see that for the source-only search. the probability that a query is unsuccessful decays extremely slowly with t , How.
ever. Source and receiver driven search as well as spatidl caching. the probability that a query is unsuccessful decays much faster. This agrees with the asymptotes which we have earlier discussed. where-in, we have shown that usiug spatial memory corlsiderdbly increases the decay rate with respect to t,, the mean time-oul.
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On the other-hiuid, the probability that the deslination is nut lound is approximately the same lor the source and receiver for large 1: spatial caching only slightly out-performs a "sticky" drivel, search, as well as with spatial caching, It is Seen that strategy, As both are poly~lolnial decays, this siI1~ulatiotl is not very surprising, given the analytical results in the previous sections. Thus, the numeric;il results validate the asymptotic resulLq in this paper.
Ix. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered the the problem of a user querying for information over a sensnr network, where the user does not have prior knowledge o i the lncatinn of the ininrmaability that a query is unsuccesshl decays to zern only Iogarithmically fast (i.e.. (logt)-'). However. for schemes that titin. We have shown that for a source-only search. the proh-1211 K. May Sohrahi. 'Oo3. 1. Gilo. V. Ailawadki. and G.J organization of a wirzldss sensor network.
rims. 7,s): 1.527. October >WO. utilize spathl memory in the network (the source and receiver driven search as well as spatial caching). this probability decays polynomially fast (i.e.. t-": So1 some a > 0 depending on the scheme).
On the other. we have argued that the memory consumption with the spatial caching is much larger than that with a source and receiver driven search. Thus, the results in this paper make a strong case for utilizing a source and receiver driven "sticky" search in a sensor network.
